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The immigration breach is still happening in Bandar Lampung, including the breach of staying permission due date by foreigners. Therefore, monitoring needs to be done to foreigner existence in Bandar Lampung. Law number 6 in 2011 about immigration rules the monitoring of foreigner existence; the Article 66 clause (22) letter b states that immigration monitoring includes monitoring to foreigner traffic coming in and out Indonesia regions, and monitoring to the existence and activity of foreigner in Indonesia regions. Monitoring of foreigner existence is conducted when foreigners come in, are inside, and come out of Indonesia regions. The foreigner monitoring is preventive and repressive in nature. The preventive monitoring is conducted by requiring foreigner to complete requirements to stay in Bandar Lampung. This conducted for foreigners in order to keep them not to disturb order and security in Bandar Lampung. Repressive monitoring is conducted when foreigners breach immigration and commit crimes in Indonesia regions.

The problems of the research are: (1) how does the monitoring to foreigners by Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung? (2) what are inhibiting factors of foreigner existence monitoring by Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung?

This research uses normative and empirical approaches. Normative approach is conducted by collecting and studying books, documents, and current applied regulations, relating to discussed problems in this research. Empirical approach is conducted by observing to facts in the field in conducting the regulations about foreigner existence monitoring by Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung.

The results show that foreigner existence monitoring by Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung is conducted by administrative and field monitoring. Administrative monitoring is conducted by making list of foreigner names and issuances of monitoring cards and visiting permission cards. Filed monitoring includes monitoring, observing, tracking, and following. Inhibiting factors to the foreigner existence by Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung is the limited fund for monitoring operation and less officer numbers. This includes preventive and
repressive monitoring of foreigner breaching stay permission due date or committing crime endangering safety and welfare of Indonesian people, and to be deported to their origins. The researcher suggests the Immigration Office to improve their monitoring to foreigner existence in Bandar Lampung by involving other institutions as well as public participation. The operational budget for monitoring by Immigration Office needs to increase for improving foreigner existence monitoring optimally. The Immigration Office in Bandar Lampung should increase well educated and trained field officers.